
MINIMUM CHARGES APPLY FOR BOOKINGS! 

 

1. $38 per Person 

 

 Entrée: Mast Moussir (yoghurt with persian eschallot), Kashk Bademjan 

(grilled eggplant with whey) and Igra (grilled tomato & eggplant) 

served with baskets of bread and Garden Salads. 

 

 Main (to share): Ghormeh Sabzi (fresh green herbs sautéed with kidney 

beans and dried Persian lime, slowly cooked with tender lamb chunks), 

Gheimeh Bademjan (Eggplant, tender lamb chunks, onions and yellow 

lentils slow cooked in a saffron tomato sauce) & Sweet & Spicy Chicken 

(chicken, carrot, potatoes, prunes in a saffron tomato sauce) 

(We can substitute any of the curries with a vegetarian option if required) 

 

 Tea, Coffee and Sholezard (Rice Pudding) 

 

 

 

2. $45 per Person (2ND MOST POPULAR) 

 

 Entrée: Mast Moussir (yoghurt with persian eschallot), Kashk Bademjan 

(grilled eggplant with whey) and Igra (grilled tomato & eggplant) 

served with baskets of bread and Garden Salads. 

 

 Mains (Alternating): Baghali Polo (Lamb Shank with broadbean and dill 

infused rice) & Zereshk Polo (Chicken Maryland with barberry infused 

rice) 

 

 Tea, Coffee and choice of Sholezard (Rice Pudding) or Akbar Mashti 

(Homemade Persian Ice Cream) 

 

 



3. $42 per Person (MOST POPULAR) 

 

Entrée: Mast Moussir (yoghurt with persian eschallot), Kashk Bademjan 

(grilled eggplant with whey) and Igra (grilled tomato & eggplant) 

served with baskets of bread and Garden Salads. 

 

 Main: A variety of Persian kebabs (lamb koobideh, lamb chenjeh, beef 

chenjeh, chicken joojeh) served with aromatic basmati rice, grilled 

tomato and bell pepper 

 

 Tea, Coffee and choice of Sholezard (Rice Pudding) or Akbar Mashti 

(Homemade Persian Ice Cream) 

 

 

4. $55 per Person 

 

 Entrée: Mast Moussir, Kashk Bademjan and Igra served with baskets of 

bread and Garden salads. 

 

 Main: A variety of Persian kebabs (lamb koobideh, lamb chenjeh, beef 

chenjeh, chicken joojeh) served with aromatic basmati rice, grilled 

tomato and bell pepper. 

 Main: A variety of Persian curries to share among the table including 

Ghorme Sabzi, Gharch, Gheimeh Bademjan & Sweet/Spicy Chicken 

 

 Tea, Coffee and choice of Sholezard (Rice Pudding) or Akbar Mashti 

(Homemade Persian Ice Cream) 

 

5. $65 per Person 

 

 Entrée: Mezze Board (marinated vegetables, roast lamb, walnuts & 

fetta), bread baskets, variety of homemade dips & garden salads. 

 

 Main: A variety of Persian kebabs (lamb koobideh, lamb chenjeh, beef 

chenjeh, chicken joojeh and lamb barg) served with aromatic basmati 

rice, grilled tomato and bell pepper. 

 Main: A variety of Persian curries to share among the table including 

Ghorme Sabzi, Gharch, Gheimeh Bademjan & Sweet/Spicy Chicken 

 Tea, Coffee and choice of Sholezard (Rice Pudding) or Akbar Mashti 

(Homemade Persian Ice Cream). Jugs of soft drink also included 

 



6. $48 per Person (Cocktail Menu, Minimum 50 People) 

This options involves minimum table setup so everyone is standing, most 

suitable for engagement parties, birthdays etc. 

 

 Entrée: Salads, Dips, Mezze etc will all be served on tables. 

 

 Mains: Calamari Rings, Tempura Prawns, Potato Wedges, Spinach 

Bread, Crumbed Chicken Tenderloins, Chicken Wings, Combination Of 

Mixed Kebabs (WILL BE WALKED AROUND BY STAFF) 

 

 Dessert: Tea/Coffee, Sweet tasting plates & Sholezard (Rice Pudding) 

will be set up on tables to share. 

 

Children under 12 will be calculated half price, e.g $40/head will become 

$20/head. Any alterations may incur an extra charge. Deposits of 20% will be 

required in some cases.  


